somehow opposed to or in tension with mainstream media. The communications scholar James
Hamilton argues that most definitions of alternative media casts mainstream media as "…maximizing audiences by appealing to safe, conventional formulas, and [alternative media] foregoing the comfortable, depoliticizing formulas to advocate programs of social change." (p.
358). Hamilton and others have suggested this dichotomy is oversimplified. The radical media theorist John Downing argues that to speak of alternative media in this way is almost oxymoronic. "Everything, at some point," he notes, "is alternative to something else" (p. ix). As with many cultural objects and practices, today's alternative may be co-opted and reappropriated to become tomorrow's mainstream. Even the commercial penny press was initially an alternative medium to the partisan press. Exactly how alternative opposes mainstream media is where the second and more challenging definition lies. Defined too broadly or narrowly, it risks conceptual imprecision and limits the term's usefulness. Complicating this definition are the various modifiers that frequently are folded into or used interchangeably with alternative media, including citizens, community, participatory, radical, and independent. To impose the master category of "alternative" onto all of these subgroups does violence to significant nuances. More recently, the internet has complicated the binaries between alternative and mass media by lowering barriers to entry and enabling new network-based forms of media organizing.
In the broader sense of "alternative media," this simply may mean a wider distribution for non- Other important questions remain. There are institutional questions of ownership, participation, and funding that expose the porous boundaries between mainstream and alternative media. For example, there is often an assumption that alternative media are small-scale, nonprofit organizations independently owned and run on a volunteer and collective basis. Although many community media organizations do indeed operate in this fashion, this standard quickly falls apart when looking at any number of media organizations sometimes included in the expansive definition of "alternative media," including the Village Voice, the British Guardian, public broadcasting, and even rightwing talk radio with its audience of millions.
The debate over the exact meaning of alternative media promises to continue. Broadly speaking, alternative media counter mainstream representations and assumptions. More specifically, alternative media suggests democratized media production that tends towards the non-commercial, the community based, and the marginalized. Moreover, technological changes like the internet will continue to destabilize our understandings about what constitutes alternative and mainstream media. In the final analysis, we must remember that, as with all concepts and categories, the map is not the territory, but merely an approximation. 
